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Elin Elfström och Emanuel Röhss refererar på olika sätt till populärkultur.
De använder sig ofta av enkla material men av skilda karaktär och härkomst.
För utställningen på Thielska Galleriet har de skapat nya verk som förhåller
sig till platsen. Elin Elfströms installation innehåller förbrukade och övergivna föremål som kan leda tankarna till Ernest Thiels ekonomiska uppgång
och fall. Likt ett monument över samtidens konsumtionssamhälle, eller en
arkeologisk utgrävning, bär installationen med sig minnen av tingens ägare
och berättelser om livsöden. Känslan av förgänglighet och förfall blir också
tydlig i Emanuel Röhss installation som förmedlar ett tillstånd av oordning
och entropi. Installationen som är skapad på plats kommer under utställningens gång sakta att förmultna och sluta sig till naturens kretslopp. De båda
konstnärernas sätt att använda sig av artefakter och material från spridda
sammanhang och miljöer öppnar upp för dialog med den unika arkitektur
och konstskatt som Thielska Galleriet representerar.
Elin Elfström and Emanuel Röhss are two artists who refer to popular culture in different ways. They often use simple materials but of distinctive
character and descent. For the exhibition at Thielska Galleriet they have
produced new work that relate to the site. Elin Elfström’s installation includes consumed and abandoned objects that can lead the mind to Ernest
Thiel’s economic rise and fall. Like a memorial monument or a site for an
archaeological excavation the work incorporates narratives on fate. The
notion of transience and decay is also evident in Emanuel Röhss’ installation of works created on site. As the exhibition proceeds, it mediates a
state of disorder and entropy and will slowly moulder away and dissolve
back into nature’s cycle . The two artists’ ways of using artifacts and material from diverse contexts and environments open up for dialogue with the
unique architecture and art treasures that Thielska Galleriet represents.
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Elin Elfströms konstnärskap rör sig kring nuet och det urbana livet. Hennes
skulpturer kan liknas vid arkeologiska fynd från vår samtid. Enkla material
som läskburkar, gamla mobiltelefoner, smink, smycken och stearinljus används för att skapa konstverken. Föremålen arrangeras och görs till skulpturer i gjutformar av till exempel skokartonger, vilket vittnar om ett empatiskt förhållningssätt till de förbrukade och övergivna ägodelarna.
Elfströms konst ger associationer till en dysfunktionell och verklighetsfrånvänd livsstil. Genom speglingar av sitt eget känslotillstånd i det material hon
använder försöker hon förstå sig själv och sin samtid.
Elin Elfström's work evolves around contemporary and urban life. Her
sculptures resemble archaeological findings of today. Simple objects such
as soda cans, old cell phones, make-up, jewellery and candles are material she uses in her sculptures. The found objects she collects are often
arranged in cast forms made up of for example shoeboxes. She has an
empathic approach towards the consumed abandoned objects. Elfström's
work evoke notions of a dysfunctional reality and lifestyle. Through reflections of her own emotional states in the material she uses, she examines
and tries to understand herself and our time.

Emanuel Röhss utforskar relationer mellan arkitektur från historiska och
samtida civilisationer. Han intresserar sig för imaginära miljöer och byggnader och hur arkitektoniska element återkommer i olika sammanhang.
I ett långsiktigt projekt med Ennis House i Los Angeles, ritat av arkitekten
Frank Lloyd Wright 1924, undersöker Röhss hur en byggnad kommer till liv
genom fiktion i film, TV och tv-spel. Hans installation på Thielska Galleriet
återkallar scenografier från fantasy och sci-fi genren så som Blade Runner
och Game of Thrones som i sin tur hämtar inspiration från Frank Lloyd
Wrights arkitektur. Röhss arbetar huvudsakligen med skulptur, installation
och måleri och lägger stor vikt vid hur hans arbeten gestaltas i förhållande
till rumsliga förutsättningar och sammanhang.
Emanuel Röhss explores the relationship between architecture from historical and contemporary civilizations. In his practice he is interested in
the creation of illusory environments and how architectural elements reappears in different contexts. In his long-term project with Frank Lloyd
Wright’s Ennis House built 1924 in Los Angeles, he examines how a building
comes to life through the production of fiction in cinema, television and
games. His installation at Thielska Galleriet draws upon the set designs of
fiction cults like Blade Runner and Game of Thrones, whose designs in their
turn follow architectural details of Frank Lloyd Wright’s buildings. Predominantly working with sculpture, installation and painting, each body of
work is made with careful consideration according to the context.
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Digesting Emanuel Röhss’ new work.
Consider the following, conveyed by dormant letters to your present from
mine, now past, regarding a future surprisal. In a sense, a cinematic moment,
via suspension of disbelief that an architectural eco system capable of sustaining ficto-fragments of Meereen Palace and Tyrell Corp may exist in the
cultural agar jelly of a museological relic. Here, revisionism and revival rub
up against each other producing an aesthetic admixture bound by organic
matter. Egalitarian ideals quietly frolic in the wormage of decomposition.
Originally hewn from words, these imagined architectural faces are double, back and forward gazing rotating and reproducible patterns
arranged according to an economy in variation and an opulence in theme.
Unrolled from the pages of books and made mythic, these past-future composites clad monumental relics and bear witness to their own lost origins.
The energetic disappearance of the work will play itself out gradually, transforming itself in slow time, obscuring our measured time into a continuous
chain of reactions, marked by opportunistic changes in form.
If the book rolls up time, unrolls time and contains this unrolling as the continuity of a presence in which present, past and future become
actual, consider the written word as the kairotic opening out of which Röhss’
sculptures are cast. Disappearance locates itself between activity and obsolescence, and is temporally speaking a state of seizure: I transform inevitably,
I disappear by chance.
If this catalogue is a garden in which the endless branches and
plump fruits of the artist’s subjective are intertwined with chance, this short
musing may be apprehended from the corner of the reader’s eye as a folly, a
soft ruin located in the folds of a (de)composed landscape.

aislinn mcnamara
los angeles, ca 2018 ad
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Like energy, entropy is in the first instance
a measure of something that happens when
one state is transformed into another.1
There is a perpetual force embedded within
certain historical architecture, a poignancy
that won’t fade. It persists long after its pinnacle has been reached, and traces often
remain (and recur) even after the earth’s
soil, sediment, terrain and vegetation have
enveloped it.
In some cases, the evolution or degradation furthers a structure’s enigma. It keeps
radiating pathos, a seductive charisma that
engenders its rebirth across divergent scenarios. The architecture of the Classic Maya
was in its most emblematic manifestations
configured with features that have that very
power to transgress its original context.
Architect Frank Lloyd Wright, along with his
contemporary Robert Stacy-Judd, harboured
an obsessive fascination with Mayan aesthetics. Both of them undertook expeditions to the ancient culture’s architectural
and cultural ruins located in the Yucatán
Peninsula in Mexico to study and appropriate what they perceived as principles
for ideal building design. During the 1920s,
Lloyd Wright realized four private residences, called the Textile Block Houses, around
Los Angeles, based on his interpretation of
the Mesoamerican architecture, combined
with the modernist rationale he pursued.
The name is derived from their creation process — cast cement blocks in Maya-esque
ornamentation were stacked on top of each
other. One of them, the Ennis House, was
erected on an unsound hillside and forged
from the very sand it stands on. Since its
inception, it has needed continuous repair
not to fall into ruin.
Despite its deficiency, it came to serve as
a great influence on Hollywood cinema and
TV as either a shooting location or a direct
reference in set design. The set for the evil

–

Ruining

Tyrell Corporation in Ridley Scott’s 1982
sci-fi classic Blade Runner utilized Lloyd
Wright’s block pattern as a departure point
in the forging of a hybrid version inspired
by a more future-looking, hard-edged style.

ics of nature, as well as man-made structures, which he believed were in a continuous process of irreversibly changing states,
beginning from the very minute a building’s
foundation is laid down.

It’s worth noting that what inspired Llyod
Wright, Stacy Judd and other’s Mayan Revival creations were ruins of former grandiose
buildings that they observed in the Yucatán.

In an interview with Alison Skye Smithson
outlined how entropy undermines some
of our common notions of a mechanistic
worldview2. He argued that our tendency
to think of our creations in the built environment as definitive once realized are misleading. Human enterprises in creation, just
as nature itself, are bound to attain myriad
states, and these states are as digressive as
they are progressive.

The ruins there contained an embryonic
form of the transgressive pathos that came
to blossom in the eventual ruins of Lloyd
Wright’s Textile Blocks, as well as the fictional set designs standing in for worlds
past and future. By way of what a set is
made for its structure never achieves completeness as a building. It only ever exists
as an architectural corpse.
The term Entropy is employed as a means
to gauge the amount of unexpectedness, or
possible states of alteration, within a given system. It is an unavoidable, as well as
irreversible, phenomenon. I am interested
in considering the amount of entropy associated with the movement of transgressive
pathos from one manmade structure to
another. And further, in looking at how a
material process of entropy can echo that
process of aesthetic transaction.
In his 1972 lecture called Hotel Palenque,
Robert Smithson deviated from focusing on
the archaeological Mayan site of Palenque
in Chiapas, Mexico — which was considered the significant architecture of the locale — to the seemingly mundane, incomplete cinder block structure of the Hotel
Palenque, where he’d stayed in 1969 while
it was still in the process of being built.
Albeit in the process of creation, what
Smithson perceived in it was the qualities
of a ruin rather than the promise of something to come.
He used the self-coined term “de-architecturing” to describe his view on the dynam-

Architects tend to be idealists, not
dialecticians. They don’t take those things
(chance) into account. I propose a
dialectics of entropic change.3
Hotel Palenque became an example of the
dynamics of entropy by transferring the
notion of decay from the Mayan site to the
contemporary hotel. The hotel embodied
“ruins in reverse,” a sort of mirror image
of the ancient ruins, where the modern city
of Palenque exhibited the quality of “ruin
-ness” as much as it’s ancient counterpart.
More important than asking whether human
culture is in a polemic or synergic relationship with nature, is the question of how time
is experienced through nature and culture,
respectively. On the one hand the unpredictable quality inherent to nature and Mother
Earth herself has a non-discriminating way
of telling us how each moment differs from
the other. On the other hand human culture construes conceptualizations for how
to navigate time. Yet however precise the
calculations are, time itself seems too unpredictable and ephemeral to fully fathom.
And isn’t the product of our culture — our
archaic as well as contemporary ruins —means to fathoming how we cannot exist
in isolation from nature? Time reveals itself

through the geologic event buried in the
earth’s crust, our biological processes, and
the countless states that the art we leave
behind will incorporate.
It becomes futile to think of human creation
-- a text, a painting in a cave, a cultured landscape or a building -- as a formalization of
definite progression or a static concretization of ideals or even form. On the contrary,
these things only reach their full potential
when endorsed as aesthetics of change and
unpredictability: ethereal sublimity. The
power of creation is its inherent variation
governed by frailty and chance.
For this exhibition, I have aspired to catalogue entropy within manmade structures,
as well as animate the architectural source
material – film sets based on Mayan Revival
architecture, in relation to the Mayan building language they originate from. Addressing the fluctuation between these states
as symptomatic of something alive is one
of the central concerns in the work on display. Another is how these filmic environments, as well as my work, in furthering
an aesthetic transaction are breathing life
back into the carcasses, or ruins, they were
derived from.
I don’t know what is going to happen as
the work is subjected to live “in a physical
region”4. All I know is that the unpredictable will become manifest.

P.W. Bridman, The nature of thermodynamics, 1941.
Robert Smithson: The Collected Writings, ed. Jack
Flam, University of California Press, Berkeley, 1996, p.
301-309. originally published in Onsite #4 1973
3
Ibid, p.304
4
Robert Smithson: Fredrik Law Olmsted and the
dialectical landscape, originally published in Artforum,
Debruary, 1973
1
2
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edited by lila seidman
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Purple moon, 2016, concrete and mixed media, 25x27x1,5 cm

Pink scurvy, 2016, concrete and mixed media, 29x29x16 cm

Red bull, 2016, concrete and mixed media, 17,5x12x2,5 cm

Installation view, 2016

Headstone, 2016, concrete and mixed media, 55,5x48x5 cm

Heirloom, 2016, concrete and mixed media, 28x15,5x7 cm

Kinder surprise, 2016, concrete and mixed media, 18x12x2,5 cm

Take away, 2016, concrete and mixed media, 8x11,5 cm
Installation view, 2016

Gem stone, 2016, concrete and mixed media, 16x29x3 cm

Installation view, 2016

Elin Elfström, work in progress

Emanuel Röhss

The Shape of Fiction, 2018, hydrocal and aluminium, 48x48x366 cm

Study for De-Ruining, 2018

Study for De-Ruining, 2018
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Past, present and future, 2018, urethane resin, 40,5x40,5x114 cm
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ELIN ELFSTRÖM (f. 1981) bor och arbetar i Stockholm. Hon är utbildad
vid Konsthögskolan i Umeå, Akademie der Bildenden Künste i Wien
och Academy of Fine Arts i Hanoi. Tidigare utställningar i urval: Galleri
Andersson/Sandström, Stockholm, Galleri Thomassen, Göteborg, IDKA,
Gävle, Kamarade, Stockholm liksom offentliga utsmyckningsuppdrag i
Gävle och Sandviken.
ELIN ELFSTRÖM (b. 1981) lives and works in Stockholm. She studied at
Umeå Academy of Fine Arts, Academy of Fine Arts Vienna and the Vietnam
University of Fine Arts in Hanoi. Previous exhibitions include: Galleri
Andersson/Sandström, Stockholm, Galleri Thomassen, Gothenburg, IDKA,
Gävle, Kamarade, Stockholm as well as public commissions in Gävle and
Sandviken.

Utställningen ELIN ELFSTRÖM & EMANUEL RÖHSS, installationer i parken
är curerad av utställningskollektivet KAMARADE. KAMARADE drivs av
konstvetaren Amelie Edlund, konstnären Anna Kleberg Tham och grafiska
formgivaren Maja Kölqvist. Kamarade gör sedan 2010 utställningar i
samarbete med konstnärer, institutioner och privatpersoner.
ELIN ELFSTRÖM & EMANUEL RÖHSS, installations in the park is curated
by the exhibition collective KAMARADE. KAMARADE is directed by art
historian Amelie Edlund, artist Anna Kleberg Tham and graphic designer
Maja Kölqvist. Since 2010, Kamarade produces exhibitions in collaboration
with artists, institutions and private operators.

EMANUEL RÖHSS (f. 1985, Göteborg) lever och verkar i Los Angeles. Röhss har en MA i
måleri från Royal College of Art i London. Röhss har haft separatutställningar på Thomas
Duncan Gallery, Los Angeles, Coma Gallery, Sidney, SALTS, Basel, T293, Rome, Index,
Stockholm and Project Native Informant, London. Han har också medverkat i grupp
utställningar på Sadie Coles HQ, London, Postcodes, São Paulo, Museo Capadimonte,
Napels and South London Gallery.
EMANUEL RÖHSS (b. 1985, Gothenburg) lives and works in Los Angeles. Röhss studied at
Royal College of Art in London, where he received an MA in Painting. Solo exhibitions
include Thomas Duncan Gallery; Los Angeles, Coma Gallery; Sidney, SALTS; Basel, T293;
Rome, Index; Stockholm and Project Native Informant, London. Group exhibitions include
Sadie Coles HQ; London, Postcodes; São Paulo, Museo Capadimonte, Napels and South
London Gallery.
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